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Abstract—In medical diagnosis, physicians predict the state of
a patient by checking measurements (features) obtained from a
sequence of tests, e.g., blood test, urine test, followed by invasive
tests. As tests are often costly, one would like to obtain only
those features (tests) that can establish the presence or absence
of the state conclusively. Another aspect of medical diagnosis is
that we are often faced with unsupervised prediction tasks as
the true state of the patients may not be known. Motivated by
such medical diagnosis problems, we consider a Cost-Sensitive
Medical Diagnosis (CSMD) problem, where the true state of
patients is unknown. We formulate the CSMD problem as a
feature selection problem where each test gives a feature that
can be used in a prediction model. Our objective is to learn
strategies for selecting the features that give the best trade-off
between accuracy and costs. We exploit the ‘Weak Dominance’
property of problem to develop online algorithms that identify a
set of features which provides an ‘optimal’ trade-off between cost
and accuracy of prediction without requiring to know the true
state of the medical condition. Our empirical results validate the
performance of our algorithms on problem instances generated
from real-world datasets.
Index Terms—Medical Diagnosis, Unsupervised Learning,
Online Features Selection, Multi-Armed Bandits
I. INTRODUCTION
In medical diagnosis, physicians identify the presence of a
particular medical state by performing a set of tests that give
measurements related to symptoms of the state. For example, to
identify diabetes, tests like A1C, FPG, or RPG are performed
to measure blood sugar levels. Test outputs can be treated
as features that physicians can use to predict the presence or
absence of a medical state. More features may aid physicians in
making better predictions. However, obtaining them increases
the cost of diagnosis: this can be actual monetary cost, or in
terms of the time taken to get the results, or the side effects it
has on the human body. In such cases, one has to decide what
is the set of features to acquire that gives the best trade-off
between the costs and the prediction accuracy. In addition
to this, the medical diagnosis has a peculiar structure – the
tests need to be performed in a sequential order. For example,
invasive tests are performed after a urine/blood test. In technical
terms, it requires that the tests form a cascade, and the total cost
increases with the number of tests. The other challenging issue
in the medical diagnosis is that the true state of patients may
not be known, and hence, the effectiveness of tests is unknown,
making the learning essentially unsupervised. We term such
problems as Cost-Sensitive Medical Diagnosis (CSMD).
In the CSMD setup, it is assumed that the tests form a
cascade where tests are performed in a fix sequence. Each test
outputs a feature, and collection of features are used to predict
the presence of a medical state by applying a classifier on
them. The error-rate of the classifiers are unknown, and the
cost associated with a classifier is the sum of the costs of the
tests used to obtain its input features. The loss of a classifier is
defined as the sum of its error-rate and cost of input features.
The aim is to find a classifier that has the smallest mean loss,
i.e., a set of tests/features that gives the best trade-off between
cost and error-rate. The CSMD setup is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: A cascade of tests where Classifier k uses features
obtained from tests 1 to k to make predictions. Classifier k
has error-rate γk and test k has cost ck.
The CSMD setup is unsupervised as the medical state of the
patients is assumed to be unknown, and hence the error-rates of
classifiers cannot be computed. Clearly, learning is not feasible
unless we exploit the problem structure, which reveals some
information about the state either explicitly or implicitly. In [1]
and [2], it is shown that it is possible to get a good estimate
of the error-rates in such unsupervised setting provided the
problem has some structure. Specifically, it is shown that if the
problem satisfies strong dominance (SD) or weak dominance
(WD) property, learning of the optimal classifier is possible. The
SD property requires that if a classifier’s prediction is correct,
then all the classifiers that follow it in the cascade also have
correct predictions. The WD property relaxes this constraint
on predictions and allows errors in some instances from better
tests. We exploit these properties to develop algorithms.
The CSMD problem is similar to a feature selection problem
[3] in machine learning, where each test output corresponds to
knowing a feature (condition) and then inferring the state
of the patient from the obtained features. Since patients
arrive sequentially, the identification of the optimal feature set
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becomes an online feature selection problem. We adopt solution
techniques such as Thompson Sampling (TS) [4] and Upper
Confidence Bound (UCB) indices: UCB1 [5] and kl-UCB [6],
available in the multi-armed bandit literature [7] to address the
problem of online feature selection in CSMD.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• In Section III, we assume that the tests form a cascade
and are performed in a fix sequence. We propose TS and
kl-UCB based algorithms named CSMD-TS and CSMD-kl
respectively for such online feature selection in CSMD.
• We relax cascade assumption in Section IV, where
any subset of tests can be selected. For this setup, we
develop the algorithms named CSMD-CTS (TS based)
and CSMD-ESCB (UCB based).
• In Section V, we demonstrate the performance of our
algorithms on instances derived from real-world datasets.
Our experimental results show that TS based algorithms
always perform better than UCB based algorithms.
A. Related Work
The multi-armed bandits is first introduced for designing
optimal treatment allocation in medical science by [8]. Since
then, many applications to medical sciences such as dynamic
treatment regime [9], treatment strategies for epilepsy [10] or
cancer [11], have been proposed using the decades of research
in the field of multi-armed bandits.
Online Feature Selection problem is first explored in [12],
where the features at every iteration are selected such that
the number of mistakes in classification is minimized. [13]
use Thompson Sampling based algorithm for online feature
selection. However, the literature on learning optimal actions in
the unsupervised online setting is limited. [1] and [2] propose
an unsupervised online learning setting and develope conditions
when the optimal action/test can be identified. We build on this
work and apply it to solve online feature selection in CSMD.
While [1] and [2] focus on UCB based algorithms, we also
propose TS based algorithms. Further, [1] and [2] require that
features are selected sequentially (cheaper feature followed
by expensive features) from a cascade, whereas we relax this
assumption by allowing to select any subset of features.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
We pose a CSMD problem as a multi-armed bandits problem
where loss from arms is not directly observed. Specifically,
each test’s output is treated as a feature, and we have different
classifiers for a different set of features. As the feature selection
is sequential (relaxed later), the k-th classifier corresponds to
the features {1, 2, . . . , k}. The output of the classifier is 1 if the
result is positive; otherwise, it is 0. The classifier represents
an arm in the corresponding multi-armed bandits problem.
A problem instance θ is specified by a pair (D, c), where
D is a distribution over the K + 1 dimensional hypercube
corresponding to the true state and the outputs of the K arms,
and c is a K-dimensional non-negative valued vector of costs,
where K is the number of features. c is known to the learner
from the start, while D is unknown. Following the terminology
of multi-armed bandits, henceforth, we refer to the classifiers as
arms and their predictions as feedback. The learner-environment
interaction is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 CSMD Learning Problem for instance (D, c)
For each round t:
1) Environment generates a K+1-dimensional binary vector
(Yt, Y
1
t , . . . , Y
K
t ) ∈ D where E
[
Y it 6= Yt
]
= γi, Y it is
the output of arm i, while Yt is the unknown true state
to be guessed by the learner.
2) Learner chooses an arm It ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}
3) Feedback and Loss: The learner observes Y 1t , . . . , Y
It
t
and incurs loss λItCIt + 1{Yt 6=Y Itt }
The cost of acquiring feature k ∈ [K] is denoted by ck ≥ 0
where [K] .= {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Due to sequential selection, the
total cost of choosing arm It in round t is CIt
.
= c1+ · · ·+cIt .
After selecting arm It, a learner observes {Y it }Iti=1 where Y it
represents the feedback of arm i. The expected total cost
incurred in round t is E
[
λItCIt + 1{Y Itt 6=Yt}
]
= λItCIt +γIt
where γIt
.
= P
{
Y Itt 6= Yt
}
is the error-rate of arm It and λIt
normalizes error-rate and cost of using arm It. Without loss
of generality (WLOG), we set λi = 1 for all i ∈ [K]. The
optimal arm minimizes expected total cost which is given by
i?
.
= max
{
s : s = arg min
j∈[K]
(Cj + γj)
}
. (1)
The goal of the learner is to find optimal arm in every round
such that the cumulative loss is minimized. Specifically, we
measure the performance of a policy that selects arm It in
round t and over T rounds in terms of expected cumulative
(pseudo-)regret given by
E[RT ] =
T∑
t=1
[(CIt + γIt)− (Ci? + γi?)] . (2)
A good policy should have sub-linear expected regret, i.e.,
E[RT ]/T → 0 as T →∞, where the expectation is over the
environment’s randomness and in the choice of It induced by
the environment. If the regret is sub-linear, the learner collects
almost as much reward in expectation in the long run as an
oracle that knew the optimal arm from the beginning.
Let ΘMD be the set of all CSMD problems. Given a subset
Θ ⊂ ΘMD, we say that Θ is learnable if there exists a learning
algorithm A such that for any θ ∈ Θ, the expected regret
E [RT (A, θ)] of algorithm A on instance θ is sub-linear. A
subset Θ is said to be a maximal learnable problem class if it
is learnable and for any subset Θ′ ⊂ ΘMD that contains Θ is
not learnable.
Now we define Weak Dominance (WD) property of problem
instance that makes the learning of the optimal arm possible.
Definition 1. Let i? be an optimal arm. Then an instance
θ ∈ ΘMD is said to satisfy weak dominance property if
ξ(θ) := min
j>i?
{
Cj − Ci? − P
{
Y i
? 6= Y j
}}
> 0 (3)
Let ΘWD = {θ ∈ ΘMD : θ satisfies WD condition} denote
the set of instances satisfying the WD property. [1] and [2]
have shown that the set of problems satisfying the WD property
is maximally learnable. Any relaxation of WD property makes
the problem unlearnable.
III. LEARNING WITH CASCADE STRUCTURE
In this section, we focus on the case where features form a
cascade and are acquired in a fixed sequence. A feature can
be used only after using all previous features in the cascade.
Let i? denote the optimal arm, i.e., set of optimal features {1,
2, . . . , i?}. Then i? must satisfy the following inequalities1:
∀j < i? : Ci? − Cj ≤ γj − γi? , (4a)
∀j > i? : Cj − Ci? > γi? − γj . (4b)
Due to the unavailability of true state, error rates (γj) cannot
be estimated, implying that (4a) and (4b) do not lead to a
sound arm selection criteria. However, if any problem instance
satisfies WD property then only optimal arm i? lies in the
following two sets [2]:
Bl =
{
i : ∀j < i, Ci − Cj ≤ P
{
Y i 6= Y j}} ∪ {1}, (5a)
Bh =
{
i : ∀j > i, Cj − Ci > P
{
Y i 6= Y j}} ∪ {K}. (5b)
The disagreement probabilities P
{
Y i 6= Y j} for all (i, j) pair
are unknown (but fixed). Hence, in the round t, any algorithm
has to estimate the disagreement probability by comparing
feedback from the selected arms and replaces P
{
Y i 6= Y j}
by its optimistic estimates pˆoij(t) as follows:
Bˆlt = {i : ∀j < i, Ci − Cj ≤ pˆoji(t)} ∪ {1}, (6a)
Bˆht = {i : ∀j > i;Cj − Ci > pˆoij(t)} ∪ {K}. (6b)
Due to symmetry, pˆoij(t) = pˆ
o
ji(t) for any (i, j) pair in round
t. Therefore, it is sufficient for an algorithm to only keep track
of pˆoij for i < j. Next, we describe Thompson Sampling [4]
and kl-UCB [6] based two online algorithms that check the
conditions given in (6) for selecting the optimal arm.
A. Thompson Sampling based algorithm: CSMD-TS
The Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) is very effective for
dealing with the trade-off between exploration and exploitation
in bandit problems. UCB has been widely used for solving
various sequential decision-making problems. On the other
hand, Thompson Sampling (TS) is an online algorithm based
on Bayesian updates that chooses an arm to play according to
its probability of being the best arm. TS has been shown to be
empirically superior in comparison to UCB based algorithms
for various MAB problems by [14]. TS achieves lower bound
for MAB [15] when rewards of arms have Bernoulli distribution
is shown by [16]. We develop a Thompson Sampling based
algorithm, named CSMD-TS, that uses selection criteria
given in (6) to select optimal arm. CSMD-TS works as
1The inequalities lead to risk-averse selection criteria, i.e., if two arms have
the same total cost, the arm with smaller error-rate will be chosen.
CSMD-TS Algorithm for CSMD problem using TS
1: Set ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ K : Sij(1)← 1,Fij(1)← 1
2: for t = 1, 2, ... do
3: ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ K : pˆtsij(t)← Beta(Sij(t),Fij(t))
4: Compute Bˆlt and Bˆht as given in (6a) and (6b) by setting
pˆoij(t) = pˆ
ts
ij(t). Set Bˆt := Bˆlt ∩ Bˆht
5: It ← min
{
Bˆt ∪ {K}
}
6: Select arm It and observe Y 1t , . . . , Y
It
t
7: ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ It : update Sij(t + 1) ← Sij(t) +
1{Y it 6=Y jt },Fij(t+ 1)← Fij(t) + 1{Y it =Y jt }
8: end for
follows. It sets the prior distribution of each pair of arms
as the Beta distribution Beta(1, 1), which is same as Uniform
distribution on [0, 1]. Sij represents the number of rounds
when a disagreement is observed between arm i and j whereas
Fij represents the number of rounds when an agreement is
observed. Let Sij(t) and Fij(t) denotes the values of Sij and
Fij at the beginning of round t. In round t, a sample pˆtsij is
independently drawn from Beta(Sij(t), Fij(t)) for each pair
of arms (i, j) where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K (Line 3). The sets Bˆlt,
Bˆht , and their intersection are computed by setting pˆoij as pˆtsij
(Line 4). Then CSMD-TS selects an arm It that satisfies (6a)
and (6b) (Line 5). Note that initially Bˆt can be empty due to
the bad estimates of disagreement probabilities. In such a case,
the arm K is selected. After selection of arm It, the feedback
{Y jt }Itj=1 (Line 6) is observed which is used to update the
values of Sij(t+ 1) and Fij(t+ 1) (Line 7).
B. kl-UCB based algorithm: CSMD-kl
A UCB based algorithm USS-UCB is proposed by [2], which
can be adapted for solving the CSMD problem. The kl-UCB
algorithm [6] satisfies a uniformly better regret bound than
UCB1 [5] and its variants. For Bernoulli rewards, kl-UCB
reaches the lower bound of [15]. Adapting kl-UCB for CSMD,
we develop an algorithm named CSMD-kl. CSMD-kl works
as follows. It needs input a which is recommends to set a = 0
for optimal performance in practice by [6].
CSMD-kl Algorithm for CSMD problem using kl-UCB
1: Input: a ≥ 0
2: Select arm K and observe Y 1, . . . , Y K . Set ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤
K :Dij(1)←1{Y i1 6=Y j1 },Nij(1)←1
3: for t = 2, 3, ... do
4: ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ K : compute pˆklij (t) using (7)
5: Compute Bˆlt and Bˆht as given in (6a) and (6b) by setting
pˆoij(t) = pˆ
kl
ij (t). Set Bˆt := Bˆlt ∩ Bˆht
6: It ← min
{
Bˆt ∪ {K}
}
7: Select arm It and observe Y 1t , . . . , Y
It
t
8: ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ It : update Dij(t) ← Dij(t − 1) +
1{Y it 6=Y jt },Nij(t)← Nij(t− 1) + 1
9: end for
In first round, it selects arm K and initializes the value of
number of comparisons and counter of disagreements for each
pair (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K, denoted by Nij(1) and Dij(1)
respectively (Line 2). In the round t, the algorithm computes
the optimistic estimate for the disagreement probability pˆklij (t)
(Line 3) using empirical estimate pˆij(t) =
Dij(t−1)
Nij(t−1) as follows:
pˆklij (t) = max
{
q ∈ [pˆij(t), 1] : Nij(t− 1)d (pˆij(t), q)
≤ log(t) + a log(log(t))
}
(7)
where d(p, q) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
two Bernoulli distributions with parameter p and q.
Similar to CSMD-TS, the sets Blt, Bht and their intersection
(Line 5) are computing by setting pˆoij(t) as pˆ
kl
ij (t) that are
used for selection of arm It (Line 6). After playing arm It,
the feedback {Y jt }Itj=1 (Line 7) are observed which is used to
update the values of Dij(t) and Nij(t) (Line 8).
IV. BEST SUBSET SELECTION
Now, we consider the case where a learner can select any
subsets of features which can have the smaller expected total
cost compare to choosing features one after another in the fixed
sequence. The learner can select any subset of features from
NS
.
= 2K − 1 possible subsets (excluding empty set) of K
features. Each subset is indexed and corresponding prediction
model is referred as an arm in multi-armed bandits problem.
Let St ∈ [NS ] be the index of arm selected by learner in the
round t and Ft be the associated features with arm St. After
selecting an arm St, learner incurs cost CSt =
∑
i∈Ft ci and
misclassification penalty 1{Y Stt 6=Yt} where Y
St
t is the feedback
observed for arm St. Hence, the expected total cost incurred
by the learner is λStCSt + γSt where γSt
.
= P
{
Y Stt 6= Yt
}
is
the error-rate of selecting arm St and λSt normalizes error-rate
and cost. WLOG, we set λs = 1 for all s ∈ [NS ].
The goal of the learner is to find the best arm that minimizes
the expected total cost. But the challenge with such problems
resides in its combinatorial structure: the size of arms grows
as 2K where K is the number of features. Such combinatorial
problem is in MAB setting have been explored in [17], [18],
[19]. Fortunately, in medical diagnosis, the number of medical
tests (features) is generally small, and hence algorithm needs
to explore a small number of arms. Further, in our setup, we
not only observe feedback from the selected arm but also from
all arms that correspond to the subsets of associated selected
arm’s features. We called these arms as ‘basic arms’ of the
selected arm. Under WD property, the optimal arm s? must
lie in the following two subsets:
Bl =
{
i : ∀j ∈ [NS ], CSi ≥ CSj 3
CSi − CSj ≤ P
{
Y Si 6= Y Sj}} ∪ {1} (8a)
Bh =
{
i : ∀j ∈ [NS ], CSi < CSj 3
CSj − CSi > P
{
Y Si 6= Y Sj}} ∪ {NS} (8b)
CSMD-ESCB Algorithm for CSMD problem using ESCB
1: Input: a ≥ 0 (kl-UCB index) or α > 0.5 (UCB1 index)
2: Select arm NS = 2K − 1 and observe Y 1, . . . , Y NS
3: Set ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ NS : Dij(1)← 1{Y i1 6=Y j1 },Nij(1)← 1
4: for t = 2, 3, ... do
5: ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ NS : compute pˆklij (t) using (7) (kl-UCB
index) or pˆucb1ij 1(t) using (10) (UCB1 index)
6: Compute Bˆlt and Bˆht as given in (9a) and (9b) by setting
pˆoij(t) = pˆ
kl
ij (t) or pˆ
ucb1
ij 1(t). Set Bˆt := Bˆlt ∩ Bˆht
7: St ← min
{
Bˆt ∪ {NS}
}
8: PI(St)← indices of basic arms of selected arm St
9: Select arm St and observe {Y st }s∈PI(St)
10: ∀i, j ∈ PI(St), i < j : update Dij(t) ← Dij(t − 1) +
1{Y it 6=Y jt },Nij(t)← Nij(t− 1) + 1
11: end for
Similar to (6), we replace the unknown term P
{
Y Si 6= Y Sj}
by its optimistic estimates as follows:
Bˆlt =
{
i : ∀j ∈ [NS ], CSi ≥ CSj 3
CSi − CSj ≤ pˆoij(t)
}
∪ {1} (9a)
Bˆht =
{
i : ∀j ∈ [NS ], CSi < CSj 3
CSj − CSi > pˆoij(t)
}
∪ {NS}. (9b)
Next, we describe UCB [18] and Thompson Sampling [19]
based online algorithms that check the conditions given in (9)
for selecting the optimal arm.
A. ESCB based Algorithm: CSMD-ESCB
A UCB based algorithm ESCB (Efficient Sampling for
Combinatorial Bandits) for solving combinatorial bandits is
proposed in [18], which treat each subset as an arm. We
adapt ESCB for solving the combinatorial CSMD problem and
develop an algorithm named CSMD-ESCB. This algorithm
works similar to CSMD-kl, except statistics updates which are
changed only for ‘basic arms’ of the selected arm (Line 10).
Similar to ESCB, CSMD-ESCB uses two UCB based indices
for computing the optimistic estimate of the disagreement
probability (Line 4). One is the kl-UCB as given in the equation
(7) and another index is based on UCB1 as given by the
following equation for the round t:
pˆucb1ij (t) =
Dij(t− 1)
Nij(t− 1) +
√
α log t
Nij(t− 1) . (10)
B. Combinatorial TS based Algorithm: CSMD-CTS
Thompson Sampling is used for combinatorial bandits
problem [19]. We also develop a Thompson Sampling
based algorithm for combinatorial CMED problem, named
CSMD-CTS. This algorithm works like CSMD-TS, except the
statistics updates which are changed only for ‘basic arms’ of
the selected arm (Line 7).
CSMD-CTS Algorithm for CSMD problem using CTS
1: Set ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ NS : Sij(1)← 1,Fij(1)← 1
2: for t = 1, 2, ... do
3: ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ NS : pˆtsij(t)← Beta(Sij(t),Fij(t))
4: Compute Bˆlt and Bˆht as given in (9a) and (9b) by setting
pˆoij(t) = pˆ
ts
ij(t). Set Bˆt := Bˆlt ∩ Bˆht
5: St ← min
{
Bˆt ∪ {NS}
}
6: PI(St)← indices of basic arms of selected arm St
7: Select arm St and observe {Y st }s∈PI(St)
8: ∀i, j ∈ PI(St), i < j : update Sij(t + 1) ← Sij(t) +
1{Y it 6=Y jt },Fij(t+ 1)← Fij(t) + 1{Y it =Y jt }
9: end for
V. EXPERIMENTS
We empirically evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms on different problem instances derived from two
real healthcare datasets: Heart Disease (Cleveland) [20] and
PIMA Indians Diabetes [21]. We used these datasets as the cost
of acquiring individual features is specified. In our experiments,
the prediction model corresponding to each arm is a binary
classifier. We repeat each experiment 100 times and present the
cumulative regret with a 95% confidence interval. The vertical
line on each curve shows the confidence interval.
Details of the used problem instances: We split the
features of both datasets into three subsets based on their
costs where each subset is equivalent to a test. Then we train
linear classifiers on these subsets using logistic regression. For
Heart Disease dataset, we associate 1st classifier with the first
seven attributes that include cholesterol readings, blood-sugar,
and rest-ECG, which costs $32). The 2nd classifier also utilizes
the thalach, exang, and oldpeak attributes that cost $397, and
the 3rd classifier utilizes more extensive tests at a total cost
of $601. For the PIMA-Diabetes dataset, the first classifier is
associated with patient history/profile at the cost of $6, the
2nd classifier, also, utilizes glucose tolerance test (cost $29)
and the 3rd classifier uses all attributes including insulin test
(cost $46). Since the costs of features are all greater than one,
we normalize costs using a tuning parameter λ (as defined in
Section 2). In our setup, high (low)-values for λ correspond
to low (high)-budget constraint. For example, if we set a fixed
budget of $100, this corresponds to high-budget (small λ) and
low budget (large λ) for PIMA Indians Diabetes (3rd classifier
optimal) and Heart Disease (1st classifier optimal) respectively.
For performance evaluation, different values of λ are used in
five problem instances for both real datasets, as given in Table I
which are taken from [2]. As the size of both datasets is small:
Heart Disease dataset (# of samples=297) and PIMA Indians
Diabetes (# of samples=768), we use random over-sampling
to increase the sample size to 10000.
Cumulative regret v/s different λ values: We evaluate our
algorithms on different problem instances where each problem
instance has different values of λ. Only the problem instances
that satisfy WD property have sub-linear regret as shown in
Figure 2 for Heart Disease and PIMA Indians Diabetes datasets.
The regret depends on how well the WD property is satisfied
by problem instance. The wellness is measured in term of ξ
(as defined in (3)) and the larger the value of ξ, smaller will
be the regret and vice-versa. Note that the problem instance 5
does not satisfy WD property and has a linear regret.
Comparison between different algorithms: We compare
the performance of CSMD-TS, CSMD-kl and UCB1 index
based algorithm CSMD-UCB on Heart Disease and PIMA
Indians Diabetes datasets. CSMD-UCB is motivated from
USS-UCB algorithm of [2]. It works similar to CSMD-kl
except that the optimistic estimates are computed using (10)
with value of α = 0.51. As expected, under cascade condition
where a feature is selected in a fixed sequence, CSMD-TS
outperforms CSMD-kl and CSMD-UCB as shown in Figure
3. We relax cascade condition in Section 4 and propose two
new algorithms: CSMD-CTS and CSMD-ESCB for solving
combinatorial CSMD problem. As depicted in Figure 3, again
as expected, Thompson Sampling based algorithm CSMD-CTS
outperforms both kl-UCB based algorithm and UCB1 index
based algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
We model Cost-Sensitive Medical Diagnosis (CSMD) as
an online feature selection problem where both accuracy and
cost of tests are important. Due to the unavailability of true
states, the setting is unsupervised, but the tests’ predictions
can be observed. The tests form a cascade and are ordered
by their increasing cost. First, we consider a setting where a
test can be used only after all previous tests in the cascade are
done and propose two algorithms for solving it. Later we relax
the condition and allow the learner to pick any subset that
minimizes the overall total cost. The size of such a subset makes
it a combinatorial problem. We propose Thompson Sampling
and UCB index based algorithms for solving such combinatorial
CSMD problem. We demonstrate the performance of our
algorithms on two real datasets and empirically show that
any problem instance satisfying WD property has sub-linear
regret. As future work, we would like to derive the regret
bounds for the proposed algorithms.
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